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Abstract: Hadoop is widely used for applications like Aadhaar card, Healthcare, Media, Ad Platform, Fraud
Detection & Crime, and Education etc. However, it does not provide efficient and optimized data storage
solution. One interesting thing we found that when user uploads the same file twice with same file name it
doesn’t allow saving the same file. But when user uploads the same file content with different file name
Hadoop allows uploading that file. In general same files are uploaded by many users (cross user) with
different name with same contents so this leads to wastage of storage space. So we provided the solution of
above problem and provide Data Deduplication in Hadoop. Before uploading data to HDFS we calculate
Hash Value of File and stored that Hash Value in Database for later use. Now same or other user wants to
upload the same content file but with same content, our DeDup module will calculate Hash value and verify
it to HBase. Now if Hash Value is matched so it will give message that “File is already exits”. Experimental
analysis demonstrates (i.e. Text, Audio, Video, Zip files etc.) that proposed solution gives more optimized
storage acquiring very small computation overhead and having optimized storage space.
Key words: Cloud storage, deduplication, Hadoop, Hadoop distributed file system, Hadoop database.

1. Introduction
Cloud computing is the most in demand advanced technology being utilized throughout the world. It is
one of the most significant research ideas whose application is being researched recently. One of the
prominent services offered in cloud computing is the cloud storage. With the cloud storage, data is stored
on multiple third party servers, rather than on the dedicated server used in traditional networked data
storage. All data stored in multiple third party servers are not concern by the user and no one knows where
exactly data saved [1]. CloudMe [2], CrashPlan [3], Dropbox [4], Mozy [5], Team Drive [6], UbuntuOne [7]
and Wuala [8] offer services for information storage, information access and different process capabilities
in a reliable manner.
Cloud storage is a model of networked enterprise storage where data is stored not only in the user's
computer, but also in virtualized pools of storage which are generally hosted by third parties. Hosting
companies operate large data centers, and end user who require their data to be hosted, buy or lease
storage capacity from them. The center operators, in the background, virtualize the resources according to
the requirements of the customer and expose them as storage pools, which the customers can themselves
use to store files or data objects and physically, the resource may span across multiple servers and the
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safety of the files depends upon the hosting websites [9].
A distributed system consists of a collection of autonomous computers, connected through a network and
distribution middleware, which enables computers to coordinate their activities and to share the resources
of the system, so that users perceive the system as a single, integrated computing facility [10]. Distributed
data storage is a computer network application where information is stored on more than one node, often
in a replicated fashion. It is usually referred as either a distributed database where users store information
in a number of nodes, or a computer network application in which users store information in a number of
peer network nodes [11].
Hadoop is high-performance distributed data storage and processing system [12]. Two major subsystems
of Hadoop are HDFS (for storage), and Map-Reduce (for parallel data processing). The Data Deduplication
technology is widely used in Business File Server, Database, Backup Devices or lots more storage devices
Data Deduplication is the process of identifying the redundancy in data and removing it. It is found that
Deduplication technique can save up to 90% storage, dependent on applications [13]. Deduplication has
proven a highly effective technology in eliminating redundancy in backup data.
Hadoop doesn’t provide effective Data Deduplication solution. Assuming a popular video or movie file is
uploaded to HDFS by one million users and stored into three million files through Hadoop replication and
thus it is wasting of disk space. Through proposed system, only single file spaces are occupied, namely
reaching the utility of completely removing duplicate files.
The rest of the paper is organized as: Section 2 gives the outlines the related work available in literature;
Section 3 describes the proposed system; Section 4 shows the implementation details and analysis of the
solution; conclusion and future work is followed in Section 5.

2. Literature Review
Hadoop [12], [14] is an open source software application that consists of two main components: HDFS
(Hadoop Distributed File System) for Storage and MapReduce for distributed computing.
While storing a file, HDFS break files into smaller blocks (like 64 MB, for instance) and store the
individual blocks in multiple servers. Hadoop ensures that each block is stored in at least three nodes.
Though this process increases the total space required to store data, it gives a good amount of redundancy
as data can be recovered and reconstructed. MapReduce function of Hadoop takes advantage of this
distributed storage functionality to provide distributed computing capability. Large file is split into various
smaller blocks and distributed across individual servers. Multiple blocks are processed simultaneously
using the computing power of individual servers and all their output is integrated by a master server to
create the final output which can be presented to the user [14].
HBase [15], [16] is a column family-oriented database: It’s often described as a sparse, distributed,
persistent, multidimensional sorted map, which is indexed by rowkey, column key, and timestamp. HBase
stores structured and semi structured data naturally so you can load it with tweets and parsed log files and
a catalog of all your products right along with their Customer reviews. It can store unstructured data too, as
long as it’s not too large. It doesn’t care about types and allows for a dynamic and flexible data model that
doesn’t constrain the kind of data you store. HBase isn’t a relational database. It is not like SQL or enforces
relationships within your data. It doesn’t allow inter row transactions, and it doesn’t mind storing an
integer in one row and a string in another for the same column. HBase is designed to run on a cluster of
computers instead of a single computer. The cluster can be built using commodity hardware; HBase scales
horizontally as you add other machines to the cluster. Each node in the cluster provides a bit of storage, a bit
of cache, and a bit of computation as well. This makes HBase incredibly flexible. No node is unique, so if one
of those machines breaks down, you simply replace it with another.
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There are some issues in Hadoop like Security, Network Level Encryption and Deduplication which are
briefly explained below:
Security: Security is also one of the major concerns because Hadoop does offer a security model but by
default it is disabled because of its high computation complexity [17].
Network Level Encryption: Hadoop does not offer storage or network level encryption which is very big
concern for government sector application data [17].
Deduplication: Deduplication is able to reduce the required storage capacity since only the unique data is
stored [18]. Hadoop does not provide Deduplication solution.
In Reference [19] shows that, it provides the framework in which service level agreement has been used
as the common standard between user and provider to ensure data security in the cloud storage system.
This technology is divided into three parts: storage protect, transfer protect and authorize. The main
advantage is administrator can view encrypted pieces of files saved in cloud storage.
In Reference [20] shows that, it provides synchronous and asynchronous backup using Deduplication
with file level, block level and byte level to save users data storage space and cut the cost of storage. As the
system uses variable-length data blocks Deduplication which is the most efficient data de-duplication
technology considered now a days.
In Reference [21] shows that, proposed algorithm for an efficient indexing mechanism using the
advantage of B+ tree properties. In this algorithm, File is divided into variable-length chunks using Two
Thresholds Two Divisors chunking algorithm. Chunk IDs are calculated by applying SHA hash function to
the chunks. Chunk IDs are used to build as indexing keys in B+ tree like index structure is used to avoid
full-chunk indexing to identify the incoming data is new, which is time consuming process. The main
advantage is, Searching time for the duplicate file chunks reduces from O(n) to O(log n).
Some other factors like reduce backup data storage, reducing storage capacity, space and energy
consumption solution provided in [22]. Implementation is divided into foreground and background
processing. Foreground processing is done through means of pure software implementation and
background processing method used to achieve integrated software and hardware equipment. The main
advantage is, File level Deduplication has generally less than 5:1 compression ratio. Block-level storage
technology can compress the data capacity of 20: 1 or even 50: 1.
In Reference [23] shows that, they developed backup framework PRUNE, which effectively achieves the
inter file and intra file information redundancy. Filter based main memory index lookup structure have
been used to effectively eliminate redundancy and perform efficient backup. The main advantage is 99.4%
of disk access involved in fingerprint management has been eliminated by PRUNE.
In Reference [24] shows that, they proposed KEYGEN, UPLOAD, AUDITINT, DEDUP to provide Proof of
storage with Deduplication fulfill data integrity and duplication at the same time. KEYGEN is the key
generation algorithm. UPLOAD is the data uploading protocol running by a client and a server over a private
channel so that privacy of the data is assured. AUDITINT is the data integrity auditing protocol. It is
executed between server and auditor so that server convinces auditor that integrity of some data file stored
in the cloud is assured. DEDUP is the Deduplication checking protocol. It is executed between server and
client, who claim to own a data file. The main advantage Proof of Storage with Deduplication scheme incurs
smaller communication overhead. But it’s having the disadvantage that Proof of Storage with Deduplication
scheme is slightly less efficient than the Proof of Ownership scheme.
In Reference [25] shows that, they proposed KEYGEN, MODIFIED UPLOAD, AUDITINT, and DEDUP to
provide insecurity of the Proof of Storage with Deduplication scheme under new attack model that
malicious client’s activity is to dishonestly use the keys. KEYGEN is the key generation algorithm. MODIFIED
UPLOAD is the data uploading protocol running by a client and a server over a private channel so that
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privacy of the data is assured. AUDITINT is the data integrity auditing protocol. It is executed between
server and auditor so that server convinces auditor that integrity of some data file stored in the cloud is
assured. DEDUP is the Deduplication checking protocol. It is executed between server and client, who claim
to own a data file. The main advantage is an improved scheme of combination client's keys with the server
contributed random values to mitigate the attack. But it’s having the disadvantage that strength of the Proof
of Storage with Deduplication scheme stands on the strong assumption that all clients are honest in terms
of generating their keys.
In Reference [26] shows that, they provide enhanced and generalized convergent encryption method
used for security concern in cross-user client-side Deduplication of encrypted files with bounded leakage
model in cloud storage. The main advantage is Cross-user client-side Deduplication scheme with data
confidentiality in more secure way. But it’s having the disadvantage that before scheme starts to execute, it
is allowed for one-time bounded leakage of a target file. Implementation is not optimized.
In Reference [27] shows that, they provide DupLESS (Duplicate Less Encryption for Simple Storage) in
which provides a more secure, easily-deployed solution for encryption that supports Deduplication. The
hash function SHA256 and the symmetric cipher AES128 encryption algorithms were used in DupLESS to
provide secure outsourced storage that both supports Deduplication and resists Brute-force attacks. The
main advantage is DupLESS provides security that is usually significantly better than current convergent
encryption based Deduplicated encryption. Main overhead of DupLESS with respect to convergent
encryption, has been optimized for low latency. But it’s having the disadvantage that given the small
constant size of the extra file sent by DupLESS, but overhead quickly reduces as files get larger. In [28]-[30]
they provides more efficient solution in terms of time compare to DupLESS.
In Reference [31] shows that, they provide Dedoop tool for MapReduce-based entity resolution (ER) of
large datasets. Dedoop supports a browser-based specification of complex ER workflows including blocking
and matching steps as well as the optional use of machine learning for the automatic generation of match
classifiers. Specified workflows are automatically translated into MapReduce jobs for parallel execution on
different Hadoop clusters. To achieve high performance Dedoop supports several advanced load balancing
strategies.
In Reference [32] shows that, they proposed a scalable parallel Deduplication algorithm called
FERAPARDA. By using probabilistic record linkage, they were able to successfully detect replicas in
synthetic datasets with more than 1 million records in about 7 minutes using a 20-computer cluster,
achieving an almost linear speedup. They believe that their results do not have similar in the literature
when it comes to the size of the data set and the processing time.
In Reference [33] shows that, they propose a scalable design of a distributed de-duplication system which
leverages clusters of commodity nodes to scale-out suitable tasks of a typical de-duplication system. They
explain their distributed duplicate detection workflow implemented in Hadoop’s map-reduce programming
abstraction. With the aid of proposed design, they can prevent the critical storage controller resources from
being spent in a workload which can be easily scaled-out. The other important aspect of this design is that it
allows for leveraging cheaper resources which are not at the controller but still are part of the storage tier
(by using commodity hardware). This has an effect of lowering the overall cost of the solution, while
allowing for higher I/O performance to be served through saved resources at the controller. Another
interesting aspect of this design is that it involves non-shared coarse-grained parallelism which enables
better scalability. Thus with this design, the number of concurrent de-duplication processes could be
increased by an order of magnitude without taking additional resources at the controller, by adding more
commodity hardware to the storage cluster.
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3. Proposed System
Recently many Deduplication solutions have been proposed. The concept of cloud storage is derived from
cloud computing. It refers to a storage device accessed over the Internet via Web service application
program interfaces (API). HDFS (namely Hadoop Distributed File System, is a distributed file system that
runs on commodity hardware; it was developed by Apache for managing massive data. The advantage of
HDFS is that it can be used in a high throughput and large dataset environment.
As we are aware Hadoop has two main components: HDFS and MapReduce. HDFS Client provides
interface between user and Hadoop. So when user wants to upload data in Hadoop following steps are
performed:
1. HDFS Client communicates with NameNode (via heartbeat messages)
2. NameNode finds appropriate DataNode.
3. NameNode provides details of DataNode.
4. HDFS Client upload file to DataNode.
5. DataNode divides files into blocks and stores it. It makes by default Three Replicas of that file.
6. DataNode provides blocks details to NameNode.
So when user wants to download that file, HDFS Client communicates to NameNode and NameNode
provides details of DataNode to HDFS Client. DataNode merge the blocks and it provide file for HDFS Client.

Fig. 1. Client side data deduplication in Hadoop (proposed system).
In Reference [29], [31] shows that, Hadoop gives message that file already exists when user upload the
same file another time. (With same file name and same file content). But one interesting thing we found that
when user uploads the same file content with different File Name Hadoop allows uploading that file. In
general same files are uploaded by many users (Cross user) with different name with same contents so this
leads to wastage of storage space. So we provided the solution of above problem. So we made changes in
HDFS Client to provide Data Deduplication in Hadoop. Before uploading data to HDFS we calculate Hash
Value of File and stored that Hash Value in Database for later use. As shown in Fig. 1 in the proposed
approach, the main issue to be addressed is how to identify duplications and how to prevent duplicates
from uploading to HDFS. For this issue, we use SHA algorithm to make a unique fingerprint for each file and
set up a fast fingerprint index in HBase to identify the duplications. HBase is Hadoop database, which is an
open-source, distributed, versioned, column-oriented database. It is good at real time queries. HDFS has
been used in numerous large scale engineering applications. Based on these features, HDFS as a storage
system and HBase as an indexing system are used in our work. So we made Deduplication module in HDFS
client. When data will be uploaded for first time to HDFS, the Deduplication module will calculate hash
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value of the file and store it in HBase and store the file in HDFS. When new data will be uploaded by any
users, the system will calculate its hash value and will check in HBase that if the hash value already exists or
not. If hash value exists, then the system will give the message that file/content already exist in HDFS and
will not allow uploading file for second time and will not store any entry of that file in HBase. If hash value
does not exist then the system calculates Hash value of new file and then put the entry of new file and its
Hash value is stored in HBase and file is uploaded to HDFS.

4. Implementation of Proposed System
Experimental setup and results are performed on a computer having following features:
1) Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-2400 CPU @3.10 GHz processor 8 GB RAM, and Oracle Virtual Box version
4.3 in Ubuntu 12.04 LTS 32-bit using Hadoop 1.0.3, HBase-0.94.1, JDK_1.7.0_10, Eclipse_Juno in
Windows 7 Professional - 64bit.
2) Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-2400 CPU @3.10 GHz processor 4 GB RAM, and Oracle Virtual Box version
4.3 in Ubuntu 12.04 LTS 32-bit using Hadoop 1.0.3, HBase-0.94.1, JDK_1.7.0_10, Eclipse_Juno in
Windows 7 Professional - 64bit.

Fig. 2. Space requirement without deduplication and with deduplication.
In Fig. 2, for experimental results are shown using Virtual Box 4 GB RAM allocated for Master, 2 GB for all
the slave machines. We have used Text (6.3 GB), Audio (1.28 GB), Image (1.17 GB), Video (63.49 GB) and
Mix file (Zip) (5.75) kind of File Types for our Experiments. We created 1 Master Node and 50 slave
machines to perform this Deduplication in our university with Replication Factor = 3. As per above testing
78.09 GB File size we wanted to store, So without our solution Hadoop requires around 1120.70 GB space
but with our solution it required only 156.17 GB of data. So with our DeDup solution in Hadoop for above
experiment it utilizes around 14 % HDFS storage space and saves nearly 86 % storage space.

5. Conclusion
The proposed system is designed to prevent duplicity of storage space in HDFS and to provide effective
data storage solution. It provides cross user file level Deduplication at client side. This solution ensures that
proposed system reduces bandwidth usage, since the duplicate files that already exist on storage server are
detected and would not send it to the server. With the proposed system there is quite less communication
overhead and overall performance of the system is significantly improved.
Our future work lies on use of proposed system to provide block-level Deduplication with confidentiality
for Hadoop and to integrate it with efficient data recovery with data integrity protection [34].
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